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ABSTRACT
Large-scale, production-grade cloud applications are no longer
black boxes for academic researchers. They are observable sub-
jects under test in an increasing number of projects, with the aim
to quantify and improve their runtime characteristics, including
performance. With more meaningful measurements available, data-
driven approaches have matured and advanced the knowledge in
particular around conventional stateless workloads such as func-
tions and containers. A few less explored areas still exist. They
are fueled by the increasing number of atypical function deploy-
ments for instance in message brokers, in intelligent switches and
in blockchains. This talk summarises reference architectures for
large-scale applications, sometimes resulting in nation-scale de-
ployments, discusses performance numbers in this context, and
elaborates on whether more focus on performance is needed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Industrially relevant systems engineering has led to high compu-
tational complexities, both in pure software systems (e.g. business
applications and middleware) and in an increasing variety of sys-
tems that depend on combinations of specific hardware and sensors.
The complexity is partly driven by the sheer scale, with even small
and medium engineering companies often facing the demand to
produce, deploy and operate large-scale and even nation-scale ap-
plications. With concurrent invocations exceeding the limits of
commercial off-the-shelf offerings (e.g. FaaS), engineers are then
faced with the tough choice to revert back to self-managed VMs or
containers, or to become creative especially with atypical function
deployments. This keynote talk encourages to try the latter and to
dare looking forward to software and system architectures where
the simplicity is maintained and yet the posssible scale is increased
significantly. Can entry-level engineers or students be tasked with
such a task now? Probably not, but within a few years that may
change.
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2 EXPLORATION
To explore the topic area systematically, a few ideas around the
notion of functions must be combined and critically examined. Raw

concurrency? Can be achieved with big data processing frame-
works, all of which fit into modern cloud hosting by now, but
require understanding user-defined functions especially for event-
driven (non-batch) stream processing [3], as well as prediction of
computation time bases on input sources. Ease of deployment and
portability? Second-generation serverless frameworks, running pre-
containerised functions, help but come with fixed isolation levels
and severe limitations per deployment and per region. In-situ pro-
cessing of logic within message brokers [4], or even within switches
and network interfaces [2]? Brings computation closer to the com-
munication path but often hits limits of devices designed for the
latter but not for the former. Blockchains running smart contracts
with function semantics? Have recently brought an interesting
perspective to stateful functions [1] but, due to the nature of decen-
tralisation, may not be suitable for raw throughput and low latency.
Liquid functions across edge-cloud continuums? Prototypes exist...

Given such a large number of choices, systematic evaluations and
practical experience are both required to come upwith useful advice
to engineers in the form of checklists, patterns, metaprogramming
and other simplifications at the textbook level. The challenges are
not only in the infrastructure with hardware constraints and arbi-
trarily set limits, but deeply routed in the messaging protocols (e.g.
privacy considerations) and compute units. With reference to cur-
rently ongoing industry-funded research and innovation projects,
the talk therefore goes beyond the encouragement and demon-
strates the practical need to find convincing system designs, under
the hypothesis that atypical function deployments (beyond main-
stream FaaS) plays a role in this search process. It gives examples
from several cyber-physical application domains such as monitor-
ing people flows and herd movement, as well as digital pandemic
and academic credentials management.
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